Need to replace your blood collection sets? Tired of accidental needle-sticks?

Check out these quality products by Terumo!

By attaching these 2 products, you can create a disposable blood collection system that allows multiple draws into evacuated tubes.

- The **Winged Infusion Set** is a soft, interlocking wing that readily conforms to the body contour. *

  MVS# 193.89515.2  Quantity Each

- The **Multi Sample Luer Adapter** is a sterile and disposable adapter that fits into infusion sets, transforming them into winged blood collection sets. *

  MVS# 193.51010.2  Quantity 100ct

* Adapter can be used with all sizes of Winged Infusion Sets

Contact your Midwest Veterinary Supply Representative for more information! 
To place your order: 1-800-643-9378 | www.midwestvet.net